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Who are you providing aid and support to?
In Ukraine –there are 40+ million people in Ukraine and about 3 million have evacuated or are
displaced from their homes. (Moved to a “safer” area in Ukraine).

Bubbe/Zaydes: Currently, ALL Action-PSJ’s volunteer community coordinators are
remaining in Ukraine AND the majority of the elderly we serve remain in Ukraine.  We will
continue to focus. support our communities and people in Ukraine

Refugees: One community (Kishinev, Moldova) and one colleague, (Meylakh Sheykhet in
Lviv) have mobilized to provide food, shelter, and medical support to refugees. We are
supporting these two refugee centers.

General Support: We are connected to an ever-growing list of partner organizations who are
either operate in Ukraine or are connected to organizations operating in Ukraine. We are
sharing needs and resources to respond as robustly and efficiently as possible given the ever
changes circumstances.

What aid can you send NOW:
We are sending financial support and shipping humanitarian aid packages. Financial support in
the form of emergency grants directly to individuals. Humanitarian support such as
non-perishable medical supplies, hygiene, diapers(children and adults), formula, and
emergency equipment.

What are you preparing to send next:
When the situation becomes more stable and shipping is easier we are preparing grab-and-go kits
with soup bags and other non-perishable food items as well as activity kits for children and the
elderly.

Do you accept other forms of donations? (clothes, books etc)?
We do not currently accept clothing-new or used or other items, not on our list.

How can I provide supplies?
Action-PSJ maintains a list of items needed in Ukraine and at refugee camps. You can make your
selection here. Please ship to: Action for Post-Soviet Jewry 1430 Main St. Waltham MA 02451

How is Action-PSJ so effective?
Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Action-PSJ has been developing a network of dedicated
community volunteers working across Ukraine. We can identify and quickly pivot to respond to
the ever-changing needs of those who are most vulnerable. Our dedicated group of volunteers
works with our partner organizations to deliver the supplies, services, and support needed to
make this agonizing situation a bit more bearable. Your donation makes it all possible. We keep
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our overhead small so that our resources can be used to provide direct services and supplies to
the needy elders we serve.

How can I support the work of Action-PSJ?
1. Donate: Visit our donation page.
2. Spread the Word: Please register to receive and share our Ukraine Updates.
3. If you are a medical supplier and/or can donate LARGE quantities of medical supplies,

please contact us at actionpsj@gmail.org or call us at 781-893-2331 

What forms of payments do you accept? 
Please use our Donations page to learn more about the forms of payments.
 
 
How do you deliver aid to Ukraine?
We work with MEEST Express which is the largest US-based logistics company making air and sea
shipments to different locations in Eastern Europe. Our core of 15 volunteers who are on the ground
and know the landscape as well as partner organizations in Romania and Poland who coordinate the
delivery to our partner organizations and volunteers in Ukraine. Through our partner organizations,
we are connected to an on-the-ground volunteer network of drivers and security guards; all our
working together to expedite the delivery of our packages.
 
Who are your partnering organizations? 
We work with a number of trusted partner organizations based in Ukraine and the United States. We
partner with Combined Jewish Philanthropies, The Jewish Community in Dnirpro, The Education
Resource Center in Dnipro, Jewish Family &Children Services -Visiting Moms Program,
RememberUS.org, Kishinev Chabad, Center Makor a number of assisted living, synagogues and
day schools, and more.

.
 What happens to donations in the event of a ceasefire?
Action-PSJ will continue to support the rebuilding, renewal, and welfare of the communities and
individuals we spent decades caring for. Donations will continue to be used to support Ukrainians in
need by delivering humanitarian and first aid.

Does Action-PSJ provide other services?
While emergency support is our priority now, in more peaceful times, Action-PSJ offers several
programs including Adopt a Bubbe/Zayde, Warm House social gatherings with a hot meal for
Shabbat and Jewish holidays, as well as our ongoing distribution of clothing, food, and medical
supplies.
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